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Explosion Kills 110, from Worn-out  
Petrol Pipeline in Sunchun County선천군, 
North Pyongan Province평안북도

 
June 9, 2007 Almost 110 people have died of 
a major petrol pipeline explosion in Sunchun 
County선천군, North Pyongan Province평안북도. 
200 metric tons of petrol was to be delivered 
by the pipeline from the Bakma Bonghwa 
Chemical Plant백마 봉화화학공장 at the Bakma 
District백마리 in Pihyun county피현군, North 
Pyongan Province평안북도 to the Daedong 
County대동군 in South Pyongan 
Province평안남도.  The petrol was spouted 
from the worn-out petrol pipeline in the fields 
of Sunchun county. 
 
When the people on the field discovered the 
leakage, they were busy collecting it in 
whatever they could find in the house at the 
time rather than reporting to the authority 
about the leakage.   The cost of petrol is 
2,500won per kilogam at present, which 
people thought it was a great opportunity to 
earn money. Within minutes the crowd 
became chaotic and flame was ignited by 
someone’s mistake.  An explosion took 
place suddenly with black smoke killing 
people in the area.   
 
 
 

 
As flames sprawled rapidly, the authorities in 
Sineuiju신의주 commanded to mobilise male 
workers from each work units to suppress the 
fire overnight.  Fuel was then stopped by 
closing the valve and water was put into the 
pipe to suppress the flame.  Flame continued 
until the next morning on the 10th.  
 
The explosion killed about 110people and the 
corps was found as black lumps due to heavy 
fire.  
 
Food Cost Continues to Inflate in  
North Hamgyung Province 
Despite the several attempts from the government 
the food prices in the markets of the major cities 
are on the rise. Chungjin청진 for instance, the price 
of rice was 970won per kilogram on the June 9th, 
but the cost has risen to 1,100won on the June 
17th.  Maize is still maintaining 470won per 
kilogram. While in Rasun (formerly known as 
Rajin-Sunbong) the price of rice was 1000won on 
the June 9th and risen to 1050won on the June 
17th.  Maize are on the prices between 450 - 
470won.  While little amount of rice was 
introduced back in the Onsung market only on the 
11th.  The rice was sold 930won per kilogram 
and maize was sold at 400won, but on the 17th, 
the price of rice showed slight increase to 950-
970won maize.  The North Korean government 
predicts the price of food will persist to rise unless 
there is foreign assistance.  

[Table 1] Price of Rice and Maize in the Major Cities of the North Hamgyung Province 
 

Onsung Chungjin Rasun   
11/06 17/06 09/06 17/06 09/06 17/06 

Rice 930 950-970 970 1,100 1,000 1,150 
Maize 400 380 470 460 450 470 

(Units: kg/North Korean Won)  
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“Even Feed for Live stocks are OK” 
The city of Sineuiju was commanded to 500MT 
and 1,200MT of maize until June 15th and 
Sineuiju is busy trying to grope all the grains it 
could.  To buy grains, the city is collecting 
donations from all units of workplaces and even 
in schools.  An official from the party said they 
would at least need 300MT by end of this month 
(June) to ease the food situation in the area.  It 
was then requested to China to purchase rice at 
170 US dollars per tonne and they are now 
negotiating to purchase at 183USdollars per tonne.  
In the end, the city is asking China if they could 
obtain 7000MT of maize that are used as feed for 
live stocks, if they could not get rice.  The only 
concern for the city council is to feed the people.  
Sineuiju, like the neighbouring cities, were unable 
to provide any food provisions for the residents in 
the city.   
 
In the meantime, at the Chaeha Market채하시장 in 
Sineuiju, a kilogram of rice was sold at 900won 
(2yuan 37jiao in Chinese currency) on the June 15, 
2007 and 440won(1yuan 16jiao) for maize per 
kilogram.   
 
Pyongyang: Busy Making Food Provisions 
Pyongyang is not an exception for making 
provisions on food.  The Nung-na-do Trading 
Company능라도무역회사 sells 40,000 US dollars worth 
of scrap irons to a company in China in exchange 
for wheat flour and rice.  They the Nungnado 
has asked the partner company in China to do 
another deal in July 2007.  Most officials in 
Pyongyang including the higher officials are 
struggle to workout means to overcome the 
hardship. 
 
Black Market Currency Exchange Rates Similar 
in Major Cities Throughout North Korea  
Around June 13 in the regions of Pyeongyang, 
Gyanggae - Jagang-Province, Hamheung – South 
Hamgyung Province, Sinijoo – North Pyeongan 
Province, which are representative of all of North 
Korea, for every 100 dollars exchanged on the 
black market, 287,000 – 286,000 North Korean 
won were received.  The difference of only a 
few hundred won in the exchange rates of these 
different regions is indicative of the general 
similarities in the exchange rates of the whole 
country.  Because the black market foreign 
currency exchange rates are still controlled, the 
rates of exchange have not decreased.  
 

 
Most of the black market foreign currency traders 
in Sinijoo are Chinese people residing in North 
Korea.  
 
These people conduct their business by sounding 
out the differences between China and Sinijoo, 
and according to one Chinese foreign currency 
trader, large transactions usually involve about 
100,000 US dollars. 
 
Rural Communities Subsisting on  
Grass Porridge 
Cases have been appearing in rural communities 
where people have been subsisting on a porridge 
made of maize-flour and grass.  Farmers and 
some city vendors who still have crops not 
intended for distribution and other foodstuffs are 
still able to prepare at least one meal a day.  
However, those farmers who are left with no 
alternatives are in the situation where they have to 
go to the mountains to pick wild greens for 
consumption.    
 
The North Korean authorities seem relieved that 
there is still a copious amount of wild greens left 
in the mountains, and the atmosphere seems to be 
one where the authorities are hoping that there 
will be enough foodstuffs to support the populace 
until the first crop of potatoes is harvested.  
 
47people in a Village Food Poisoned by Grass 
Near Chungjin 
In early June, a village with hot spring near 
Chungjin청진 47residents were poisoned by grass. 
The Department of Public Health is assuming that 
residents were gathering wild vegetables in hills 
to alternate or to stretch their grains, and in the 
process they might have collected grass contains 
harmful elements. 
 
As a response, the city of Chungjin is providing 
public lecture on edible grass and the grass 
contains fatal elements particularly in the rural 
area.   
 
‘Hygiene Clearance위생방역증’ Controls Now 
Lifted 
Measles that were raging out until March, have 
now confirmed to be cleared out nationally. The 
government hence lifted the ‘Hygiene 
Clearance위생방역증’ nation wide.   Pyongyang 
also ceased checking the hygiene clearance from 
mid May. 



 
Schools Closing down 
Schools in the major cities are closing down due 
to low attendance rate of students according to a 
school teacher in Sineuiju신의주.  3schools in 
Sineuiju have closed down in the last 4years and 
11schools have closed down in the city of 
Hamheung함흥, South Hamgyung province함경남도 
and the remaining buildings are used as other 
public use.  The cause of abolishing schools 
were due to chronic economic crisis with 
consecutive natural disaster coupled with various 
epidemics. 


